For any software developer it is a fact that as source code is developed, it becomes large and complex .As the code becomes large and complex it moves from its original design and reduces the quality of code. These which reduce the code quality are termed as Bad Smells by experts [1] .The methods of removing these Bad Smells are called as Refactoring. These Bad smells have so far been detected and removed manually or semiautomatically.In this paper we say about the automatic detection and resolution of Bad smell with the help of JADE (Java Agent Development Environment).JADE is a middleware developed in Java.
INTRODUCTION 1.1 What is Refactoring
Refactoring is used to give a good internal structure to the object oriented Software. The way of reducing the complexity in the software without affecting its behavior .This cleans up all the complexity in the source code and makes it easier to understand [1] .Though there are many tools to develop software they just provide to add new enhancement to the source code which in turn increases the code size and complexity. This then reduces the design of the software. Normally Developers do not concentrate on design in the early stage of development but during quality analysis and maintenance this becomes a problem. Hence the technique developed to reduce this problem of complexity in the source code of an object oriented system is called as refactoring.
Sequencing Bad Smells
Bad Smells are terms coined by experts such as Fowler et al [3] . Let us consider an example for the term badSmells.Long Method is a bad smell in Object Oriented Systems. These method make the code to have too many responsibility .This makes it difficult to understand and maintain. Hence the way to Refractor this type of Code Smell is to Split the method that is to extract the method in to smaller methods.
The way to Refactor these bad smells has been done in two ways [5] [6] XP-Style and Batch Model. XP-style in which bad smells are found only in few files. Batch model in which Smells in large system are refactored in one attempt kind. There are in fact two schemes to detect bad Smells. One is Kind Level Scheme and the other is Instance Level Scheme. In Instance level scheme only one kind of Bad Smell is detected. Where as in kind Level scheme different kind of bad smells are detected. Our paper focuses to sort different kind of bad smells and refactor them based on the refactoring rules. These bad smells are detected and scheduled using agent which analyses the bad smells in the source code and uses the algorithm provided to it to sequence the bad smell and then refactors the source code.
When one type of Bad smell is found the other type of bad smell could then be detected and resolved. (i.e) if large class is detected first long method in it could be solved. Similarly long parameters could then be resolved. Hence we need to provide the proper sequence for finding the Bad Smell and then removing it.
TYPES OF BAD SMELLS

Long Method:
These are code smells where a source code contains large amount of lines (i.e.) if for rule we say loc>20, then we say it long method. The logic is also complex and difficult to understand.
Large class:
In this the class is so large (i.e.) the work done is more and the line of code is also very high.
Long Parameter List:
The number of parameter for an method might be so large. Such type of smells are called long parameter list.
Feature Envy:
A method or fragment of method interested in the features of another class.
Primitive Obsession:
Some may not be interested in using objects and use a number of primitives. The way of using object in case of primitives.
Useless field, Class Method:
Methods, fields and classes which are defined and not used.
Here we perform a pair wise Analysis of the bad smell. (i.e) if a useless class is removed useless methods in it could be removed simultaneously.
Analysis of Bad smells using pair wise analysis is shown in Figure 2 . The vertexes represent the type of bad smells the resolution sequences are given in as the adjacent vertices of the edges [5] . This graph in Figure 2 is so complex and redundant hence there occurs a need to sequence these bad smells by removing the redundancies. In this paper these Bad Smells are detected automatically and then resolved. This is done with the help of JADE, an Agent development environment. The rest of the paper is depicted as follows: Section 2 says about the way the bad smells are removed.Section 3 presents a short view of related work. Section 4 talks about agents and JADE. Section 5 about the Analysis and Section 6 about conclusion. 
REFACTORING TECHNIQUES
Once a Bad smell has been detected we then can apply refactoring techniques to remove these bad smells. Some of the bad smells and refactoring techniques are given below. 
Replace temp with Query
The long method smell is because of temporary variables declaration which assigns value only once. Hence we assign the methods to the variables which make it easy to apply extract method. 
RELATED WORK
There are many agent applications being developed in today's research and Organization [18] . [20] is Declarative .It is Declarative because it is formal and is Grounded to Logic. An example of an imperative Language is JACK Agent Language(JAL) [22] .A purely imperative Language is very less common due to abstraction related to Agent Oriented design. Some Languages combine both imperative and declarative languages (Hybrid approach).3APL programming Language (An Abstract Agent Programming Language triple a-p-l) [21] .This implements cognitive Agents. JASON [19] is also a Language that uses a Hybrid Approach. All the languages and their features have been Listed Below. 
Agent Properties
The Agent has some properties [15]  Pro-activeness: they not only respond to the environment, they also take the initiative by exhibit their goal oriented behavior to the environment.
4.3Agent Architecture
Agents in the multi-agent system are organized in a hierarchy structure, called Agent Hierarchy. Low level agents are coordinated by high level agents. These agents are working together to achieve the goals in the system.
Multi-agent system is derived by using the agent identification policies. These policies [8] 
Artificial Agent
An agent is one that acts on the environment through effectors by observing it with the help of sensor [13].
Figure 6. Agents interact with environments through sensors and detectors
The job of AI is to design the agent program: a function that implements the agent mapping from percepts to actions. The architecture makes the percepts from the sensors available to the program, runs the program, and feeds the program's action choices to the effectors as they are generated. Thus architecture and a program sum up to form an agent:
Agent Development Using JADE
There are many Multi agent Languages and Platforms which are being used in many active projects. Few Languages and their features have been discussed in the above section. But the most important features of JADE in comparision to the others are 1. JADE is completely based on FIPA specifications.
2. JADE provides a proper set of functionalities which helps in the development of mulit-agent systems.Users could use and write the Java code without to know anything new.
3. JADE could be deployed on many places which use JEE, JSE JME devices.
4.5.1JADE
JADE is a software framework to facilitate the development of interoperable intelligent multi agent system that is used by a heterogeneous community of users as a tool for both supporting research activities and building real applications [16] . Agents [14] . We here develop Agents using the following steps. JADE is middleware written using JAVA. In JADE we make agents to be interoperable. These agents are supposed to follow the same standard. JADE uses a set of APIs. This could be deployed both in many environments such as JEE, JSE and JME. This is easy to use because the complexity of the middleware is not seen behind the APIs. It is also not necessary to use all features of the middleware [17] .
JADE includes libraries for developing application agents and the runtime environments.
These runtime environments need to be active even before agents are executed. JADE container contains all the agents. The containers form the platform. These help to mask the complexity of the H/W, OS, JVM and type of network from the agents.
For every platform a Directory Facilitator (DF) is provided which gives the timely list of agents. These DF gives the most updated information of the agents in its directory on a nondiscriminates basis to all authorized agents. Hence is said to provide a yellow pages directory services to agents. It is required to have a minimum of one DF in a platform. But an AP(Agent Platform) could support any number of DFs. Every agent wishing to publish its service should find a DF and request for its registration. An agent searches the DF for the request information. Thus a DF has to perform
JADE has an AMS for each platform. all the agents activities like creation, deletion, registration with DF are managed by the AMS. The AMS in addition to performing register, deregister modify, search and agent-description it also say the AP to suspend, terminate, execute, invoke agents. It also instructs AP to does many other operations.
All the Agents communicate with each other using an ACL (Agent communication Language) as defined by FIPA. The format for the messages comprise of number of fields such as sender of message, receiver (list) of the messages, performative (what the sender intends) it could be REQEST message, PROPOSE message, ACCEPT_PROPOSAL etc. It also provides the content included in the message the general format to express the content, the words and synonyms used in the content (ontology). It is also responsible for controlling the several concurrent conversations. This is implementing from the jade.lang.acl.ACLMessage class. 
4.5.2Behaviours: JADE Agent Concurrency Model:
As said Agents are autonomous (i.e.) they require each agent to be an active object with at least a thread, to positively start a new communication make plans and pursue goals. The social ability allows agents to have concurrent conversations they are pro active by specifying their goal oriented behaviour and allowing a way of exchanging information between two agents and as its autonomous both the sender and receiver have equal rights.
Agent duties are carried out based on the behaviours being scheduled and executed. When a Jade behaviour runs until it returns from the main cannot be preempted by other behaviours. Here is how java method needs to be converted to JADE behaviours: [7] 1. Turn the method body into an object whose class inherits from Behaviour. 2. Turn method local variables into behaviour instance variables. 3. Add the behaviour object to agent behaviour list during agent start up.
Using Behaviours to build complex Agents
For implementing an Agent such as file Agent, etc. we need to extend the Agent class. User Agents are inherited from the super class Agent. We have two methods addBehaviour (Behaviour) and removeBehaviour(Behaviour), which manage the behaviour list of the agent.
Behaviour is an abstract class, which helps to perform some tasks. [11] . There are Behaviours such as complex Behaviour and simple Behaviour, where complex behaviour has some sub-behaviour with two methods such as addSubBehaviour (Behaviour) and removeSub-Behaviour (Behaviour). This allows agent writers to develop a tree with behaviours of different kinds. A simple Behaviour helps to implement small slips of the agent work. This simple Behaviour is executed by JADE scheduler. To send and receive messages are done using sender Behaviour and Receiver Behaviour. This way we implement more work.
ANALYSIS
From the methodology given in the Figure 7 , an idea of what agents are required for detecting and scheduling bad smells have been developed. Along with it the responsibilities of each agent are also defined.
Agent Identification
The major agents required for scheduling and refactoring bad smells have been given below. 
Responsibility Identification:
Responsibilities 
Acquaintances Identification:
This Acquaintance identifies the environment of how agents interact with each other along with its own responsibilities are given below. Here according to our identification of Agents, the File Agent needs to get the proper input from the user. It needs to check whether the input given by the user is available in the system he specified. If it is available it needs to check whether the input is valid input for Refactoring (i.e.) is it an source code. Once this has been done it then sees to check whether the Bad Smell Detector agent is free if so sends the input to it for processing.
As Soon a it gets the input the detector has to check its data base for the tool availability. It then needs to check which tool could be available for which Bad Smell. Once this has been done this interacts with the Bad smell sequencer for analysis and sequencing the Bad smells. It has to apply the Topological sorting Algorithm as said in Figure 3 for ordering the Bad Smells. These ordered Bad Smells are then sent to the Refactoring Agent for Refactoring. It checks the Bad Smells and thus sees the Refactoring Rules applied for each Bad smell and Refactors them as said.
Agent Refinement and Deployment:
In this the agents that have been identified are then refined by analyzing the supporting information it requires for accomplishing its work. This also discovers by their acquaintance relationship. And a system to take care of what is happening before starting and stopping agents are performed. According to our work the supporting information required for the Bad smell detector is a Tool Database .It has to be maintained for the set of available tools. Then proper Refactoring rules have to be given to the Refactoring agent when at the right place it is required.
Deployment says the way we are going to deploy this detection and sequence process. A Deployment diagram is given in Figure 12 .
This paper says that an Agent could find and sequence the bad smells. Many Tools such as PMDmetric, JDeodarant and more are available.PMD is a source analyzer .It finds unused variables empty catch block, unnecessary object creation etc.
JDeodarant executes in Batch Processing mode. Likewise many Tools are there which could be embedded. Few of the Refactoring rules have been said for each of the Bad smells. The order the Agent takes it into account depends on the nature of the Bad smells in source code.
Conclusion
Software is about to be developed day by day, this development of the software makes it difficult and too big. There are ways for removing these bad smells .But here we have focused of scheduling and detecting bad smells by developing Agents. This paper here focuses only on the idea of saying that Bad smells could be Detected and Scheduled using a JADE platform and the agents have been identified for its purpose. These bad smells which have been detected could be then refactored using agents. There are many bad smells available only few of the bad smells have been used here where as other type of bad smells like middle man, data class etc. could be tested for future work. Here the recommended resolution though is good but it is only for reference, when other kind of bad smells involved sequence might be changed. Moreover we have specified tools for detecting bad smells, the tools support for detecting bad smells are under investigation.
